Reduce Your Dust, Solvent, Inventory, and Labor Costs
Let Lenderink Design Partners Do It For You


Lenderink Design Partners


For over forty years Lenderink Technologies has been putting skin on big ideas. From detail to design, to prototype, inventory and delivery we offer a wide range of routed, shaped, and cut to size component parts and assemblies. Our arsenal includes 35 Thermwood CNC Routers, 3 - 5 axis routers, 3 Holzma CNC panel and band saws, numerous presses, laminating and forming devices, which can produce an unlimited amount of work.

From your drawings or sketches to full reverse engineered components, we can help. Some of the parts we run include: furniture components and fixtures for chairs, love seats, and sofas, seat pans, chair arms, cutting boards, cabinet parts including doors, and hardwood displays.

We also offer an unlimited assortment of high design, specialty items and assemblies, including tags, seasonal shapes such as hearts, stars, circles, and ovals for crafts, frames and sporting equipment. Many of these specialty items are machine on our high production multi-spindle routers.

Resourcing innovative minds, materials & technologies to solve unique design applications.

Machined and finished
Curvy, bent plywood forms or parts. Exotics, World class veneers. Formed, overlaid plywood. Office furniture, retail P.O.P., medical, institutional, home improvement.

Leather and wood. Inlays and printed.

Gifts, packaging, novelties
Assembled components
Plastics, bent, flat, encapsulated
Deco Panels

Hard Maple

Chair and furniture parts
Sports and Deco

Lenderink Technologies
Manufacturing Partners in Design & Fabrication
lenderink.com | 616-887-8257
“Often we are able to produce higher quality parts at lower cost, more quickly than most companies can produce internally or offshore. We are a cost-effective, on-shore resource able to compete globally with China, India, Mexico and many other offshore facilities. Our resource team is based throughout the Midwest and employ American workers. How can we deliver all these capabilities — competitively

Private family investments that work lean, smart, fast and well — and if needed — even on Saturday. We work as a team with our customers needs in mind.”

Ed Nash, Lenderink Technologies

- **PROGRAMMING** | We offer on site programming utilizing Mastercam and Inventor AutoCad systems and digitizing equipment for reverse engineering capabilities.

- **ASSEMBLY and OTHER SERVICES** | We offer “T-Nut” insertion, horizontal boring, dowel insertion, webbing (Stocked webbing types include Syntex™, II™, III™, and HT™; Matrix™; Sampson I™, II™; and meri-flex™), partial and complete frame assembly, and packaging to name just a few of our standard operations.

- **NEW FINISHING LINES** | Third quarter 2011 will see installation of new product finishing lines to meet growing demand. Complete top coat - color match - water based or solvent!

- **INVENTORY MANAGEMENT | STOCKING PROGRAMS** | For partially or fully assembled products there is over 300,000 square feet. In most cases our clients components will ship within hours and are back in stock in two to three days awaiting a call for next day shipping or pickup.

Machining capabilities allow our customers to increase volume or add new capabilities or products to their business without the need to increase space or outlay capital on new equipment and personnel. Lenderink Technologies has brought together the best providers of prototyping, machining, assembly, finishing and inventory management. We are a forward looking company proactively pursuing smarter work practices that reduce manufacturing costs and keep overhead to a minimum — improving cash flow. We would like to be part of the team that contributes to your profits!

An efficient machining / assembly operation allows us to produce parts from many materials. We process and assemble the items you need while offering you the opportunity to take on tasks you may have previously missed or passed. Our goal is to help manage each dollar, square foot, resource to obtain maximum stewardship for profit — right here at home!